Case Study

Powering Rapid Digital Transformation

for a Middle East-Based Diversified
Business Conglomerate

Digital transformation is driving growth in
today’s dynamic business environment.

Business
benefits at
a glance

Implementing solutions that enabled them
to meet new-age challenges was a key
ask for our customer, a leading conglomerate
in Qatar with interests across engineering &
construction, entertainment, hospitality, food,
real estate, manufacturing, and other services.
The company was looking to implement a
holistic solution across verticals to drive better
harmonization of business processes, enable
data standardization, accelerate digitization

Drove customer
transformation into an
intelligent enterprise
by implementing
function-as-a-service
across 12+ functions

and automation for improved process maturity
and efficiency, offer real-time analytics for
quick decision-making, and also provide a
handbook approach for M&As across
industries. This included streamlining
23+ SAP products, 45+ SAP modules,
and 100+ process blocks.

Delivered seamless insights
from 30+ SAC stories,
including for leadership,
HR, finance, and project
management teams, on
SAP Cloud Analytics

LTI leveraged its rich domain expertise
and industry cloud solution to implement
10+ functional services through Business
Technology Platform. More than seven
solutions were delivered on the SAP Cloud
Platform, including Supplier Collaboration
Portal, Project Material Planning and

Increased productivity
and lowered development
turnaround time through
real-time reporting,
standardization, and
monitoring by leveraging
the SAP Integration Suite

Fulfilment, Resource Kaleidoscope,
and Project Pay chain.
Our experts helped deploy 30+ SAC Stories
across 12+ functions on SAP Cloud Analytics
to deliver HR insights, digital boardroom
capabilities, project management cockpit,
and engineering cash flow insights. LTI also

Streamlined complex
integrations between SAP
and non-SAP products

leveraged SAP Integration Suite for integration
across HRMS solutions, customer experience
solutions, planning synchronizer, and
third-party master data mapping.

Visit us at <<provide website link>> to learn
more about our Industry Cloud solution

LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients succeed in a
converging world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as
a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most
complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to
improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and
shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global.
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